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Nation
Update
Marines leaving
U.S. Marines began pulling
combat forces out of Beirut,
....,,.,,h•v, to Navy ships offshore,
warplanes bombed and
suspected
guerrilla
...,.;t;•...,nc: in the Syrian-controlled
mountains.
..Today the support people
gone and we're working on
combat gear," said marine
Maj. Dennis Brooks.
is the first day of the
fKk>eatton of the actual22nd MAU
Amphibious Unit) perBrooks said he did not know
many of the roughly 1,309
based at Beirut airport
leave on Tuesday. He said
....,......,,u.. would take "apu'"'"'""''"u a week, maybe two!'

February 24, 1984

Pacific sa-d dened by death .o f Sc·h neider
By Kristin Roncarati
News Editor

-

University of the Pacific's campus
Community was stunned to learn
of the death of Dr. Warren Schneider,
Dean of the School of Pharmacy.
The 61-year old Schneider died
early Wednesday morning as a
result of a "self-inflicted" gunshot
wound to his head. Dean Schneider
was apparently in his car, which he
bad driven to an area in the Delta;
the exact location has not been
released.- According to· Dr.
Schneider's family, he had been
"despondent" for some time.
Dr. Schneider was a respected
member of both the School of Pharmacy and the University of the
Pacific community. Dr. Schneider
was appointed dean of the School of
Pharmacy on August 1, 1983. Prior
to that time be served as acting
dean since March, 1983, and
Assistant Dean of pharmaceutical .

services since June, 1981. Dr.
Schneider came to the University of
the Pacific in 1972, where he worked
as a professor of clinical and basic
sciences, teaching courses in human
pathology,
medical virology,
epidemiology and public health.
Assistant Dean of the School of
Pharmacy, Robert Supernaw, has
been appointed the acting dean of
the School. Supernaw spoke of Dr.
Schneider's death in this way:
"Alumni, former students, faculty
and current students will soarly miss
his scholarly presence and exemplary
organizational skills." He went on to
add, "The School of Pharmacy will
Ion~~; remember his sense of stability
he added in a most difficult period.
President Stanley E. McCaffrey
also made a reference to the tenure of
Dean Schneider, "The University is
extremely grateful for the important
contribution he made to the progress
of the School of Pharmacy and we
shall miss him greatly as a respected
colleague and a good friend."

President McCaffrey would like to
express the University's "deepest
sympathy to Dean Schneider's wife
and to. the members of his family."
A memorial service will be held
at 2 pm Friday, February 24, 1984 in
Morris Chapel on the UPP campus.
Memorial contributions can be made
to the University of the Pacific, for
the School of Pharmacy Warren
Schneider Memorial Scholarship
Fund .
Warren Schneider received his
masters degree in preventive
veterinary medicine and a doctorate
in comparative pathology. He held a
DVM degree from Colorado State
University, 1944, and practiced large
animal medicine briefly in Petaluma,
California during 1947. Warren
retired as a colonel for the US Army
Veterinary Corps in 1968 after 25
years of active duty devoted mainly to
food inspection, public health and
administration. His research interests i
were in the areas of toxoplasmosis c!!
and the herpes viruses.
~
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Tseng, Robertson caught in run-Off
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Iowa results
Walter F. Mondale· -says his
spectacular" victory in
11 help convince Democrats
he is the man to defeat Ronald
but his opponents for the
NIWIUCUIVU say they will be ready
next week in New HamSen. John Glenn, whose claim
be Mondale•s prime challenger
under the weight of a fifthfinish said, "We took a
tonight but we are on to
Hampshire...! hope we do
better than we did in Iowa.

Shuttle work
Technicians working on space
Challenger have a busy
ahead, trying to pinpoint a
Etl<l1Dle!m with a manipulator arm
replacing one of the engines
allows the craft to maneuver

space.
· The SO..foot-long jointed arm
iplproperly during t~e
mission earlier thts
. Space agency officials say
will be replaced before
fUUlllerl~~ter·'s April flight, if the
the failure isn't deter-

Olympics end
The Winter Olympics in
ended with a one two
&weep of the slalom by Americans
Pht1 and Steve Mahre. This event
raised the medal total for the US to
eight; four golds and four silverS.
The games will now move to
Los Angeles this summer.

Acid rain debate
The debate over acid rain bas
a ranging ec9nomic bat!Ie,
one area of the nation
another, according to .a
•
governor wbo says h~
te&ion is not going to pay the btll
loclean up the air elsewhere.
Utah Oov. Scott Matheson, a
~ocrat, told the Senate En~ronment and Public Works
Committee recently that while
"esterners do value the Adirondacks and New England, they are
not willing to pay part of the cost
cleaning up other parts of the

or

COuntry~

• The West bad formallY weighed
Ill i&ainst one of the last remaining

that legislation to control
rain might be enacted this year
· • ~ Plan to share the cost nation:
~de and thus defuse opposition
0111 the Midwest, which other-·
~sell w~uld have to bear billions

arsmcosts.

By Lynette Leinfelder
Staff Writer

Presidential canoidates, Jerry
Tseng and Morris Robertson, will
continue their campaigns as the
ASUOP elections held Tuesday and
Wednesday have resulted in a runoff.
The run-off election is scheduled
for next Wednesday, February 29,
according to Lori Crum, Elections
Coordinator 1984. Ken Abdalla, the
lone candidate, is the new Vice
President while all three propositions
passed.
The voter turn-out was 17.3 O:o of
the total student population. This
figure represents 569 ballots cast. It is
considerably less than last year's total
of 949 ballots cast, according to
Crum.
"I was a little disappointed with
the 17.3 O:o - showing so much apathy.
There will be a run-off and I hope
more people will show and interest,"
Crum stated.

Victim of hit
and run found
Sunday night
By Kristin Roncarati
News Editor

Jerry Tseng received 260 votes,
equivalent to 43.60Jo of the· total
num~r of ballots cast. Votes needed
to win the election were 299 (or 50%
plus one). Therefore, Tseng.was short
39 votes and a run-off election is
necessary with Morris Robertson,
who received 133 votes or 22.3%.
Leticia Herrera finished with 85
ballots cast in her favor (14.3%) wbile
Mike Thurman had 74 votes (12.4%).
There were 42 write-in votes
equivalent to 7% plus two ineligible
votes (.0030Jo) cast for non-students.
Ken · Abdalla needed 261 votes
and obtained 400 or 770:o. There were
84 write-in votes (16%) and 36
ineligible votes (7% ).
A majority of ballots cast were
needed for the propositions to pass.
Proposition A, regarding the restruc-

Movie, The Sure Thing,'
filming begins on campus
I

By Dawn Polvorosa
Entertainment Editor

A small army of people from
Embassy Pictures ascended on the
UOP campus Monday, February 20.
At the head of the army was Rob
Reiner who will direct the filming of a
fairly low budget movie here on campus and in the Stockton area.
The Sure Thing will feature
movie new comers John Cusak •and
Dafney Zuniga. The settings for this
romantic comedy are a small, east
coast school and a large west coast
school. It was the "ivy league" look
of UOP which attracted Reiner to
Stockton.
Although the storyline centers

A fatal hit and run accident, involving a non-student white male,
was reported behind Spanos Center
Facility, at 9:38 Sunday night, acc.ording to University of the Pac1fic
.
p .
Police.
Chief of Univers1.tY o 1tee,
Norman Askew, stated that the crime
was reported first to the Stockton
Police
Department . ~y
an
"anonymous citizen" chummg that
"a man was down at the West End of
the Spanos Center.''
.
Officer Fred Ibarra,. of Umversity Police, arrived at the scene of the
crime at 9:40 and reported tba~ he
called out to the victim but recetved
no response. Officer Ibarra !lo.ted
that when he investigated the VICtim,
the body had apparently been .run
over by a large four wheel ~ehlcle.
wa~ descnbed as
The victim's body
. eyes were "d'l
"rigid" and h1s
1 a t ed"
·
Officer Ibarra also noted tha~ t~e~e
was blood (dried) on the victm~ s
f e He attempted to shake the vlct~~·~ body, but still received a
"negative" response. Delta Ambulance was called to trans~rt t~e
. t'
to Dameron Hospital m
vtc 1m
· ·
as
Stockton where the ~tctl~ w .
1
,
ronounced "dead on ~r; yal.
P At the time of the hit a!ld .run
the victim was zipped up mstde a ~
. bag which was reported to s0
s1eepmg
•
f

(continued on page 4, column 2)

turing of the ASUOP Judicial Branch
received 329 votes in favor and
108 opposed. Proposition B referred
to extending the ASUOP officer
takeover dates. There were 309 votes
cast in favor and 119 opposed.
Proposition C received 318 votes in
favor of forming a Senate Review
Committee and 112 opposed.
"Student's votes show how
they're feeling," Tseng commented.
"It would have been nice if there
wasn't a run-off, however, that's the
way the system is established - that is
to benefit the students. I am very
disapponted at the poor voter turn
out," he further stated.
"I feel great," said Robertson
about being in the run-off election.
"I'm going to beat Jerry's socks
off,'' he added with a chuckle.

mostly around a cross country road
trip, at least three weeks of filming
will occur on campus. Three additional weeks of filming will be
scheduled for the Stockton area,
which will represent a typical
California community.
Filming of the eastern winter
scenes will begin on March 3. Snow
will be brough~ in for the shots between South/West Hall and Anderson
Dance Studio. While UOP takes a
spring break, dorm scenes will be
filmed in a third floor, South/West
room as well as a second floor Grace
Covell room. The students whose
rooms will be used have been compensated but all their belongings must
be moved out.
(continued on page 5, column J)

Dejected and broken down after losing their 15th straight game, UOP's

The late Dean of the School of Pharmacy, Warren J. Schneider.

Voluntari~m:

a good
first job qualification
By Lynette Leinfelder

views.
"One reason that we did this
study is because we want students to
Why are you in college? You're know that volunteerism is a worthworking towards a particular career while way for them to gain experience
objective, right? And you make good as well as be a help to others - it's a
grades? Wonderful! And you'll have two-way street," noted Jeremy Benpeople knocking down your door to tley-Kasman, author of the study.
The fact is, volunteer experience
hire you? WRONG. There's one improves only to be rewarding, accorportant element missing. Experience.
"Well, how can I get expe- ding to Bentley-Kasman. New skills
rience?" you might ask. "If no one are acquired and opportunities are
will hire me without experience, then opened to brush up on unused
how can I get the experience to get abilities and build proficiency. This is
experience?!'' This dilemma is not only the beginning. The personal
uncommon and most students face it gains from volunteering are overat one time or another. The solution: whelming. Reports have shown
VOLUNTEER!
growth in self-confidence, a sense of
A recent study in New York purpose, and improved sense of worCity, by the mayor's Volunteer Ac- th, a willingness to ask questions, a
tion Center, revealed some interesting recognition of personal capabilities,
facts. The study, "Volunteer to greater empathy, a sense of responCareer: A Study of Student Volun- sibility, ability to work under
teerism and Employability," con- pressure and an increased openness to
cluded that employers widely different opinions.
Now - how does your resume
recognize vol~nteer work. They accept it as an important way for look? Do you need some experience?
college graduates to gain career ex- Then opportunity is knocking at y.our
perience and necessary job door today. There is still time to apqualifications. Plus, data show that ply for UPBEAT chair positions and
competencies and skills acquired there is probably one tailored perfecthrough volunteer positions and in- tly for your career interest. Perhaps
ternships easily transfer into future you're interested in Fine Arts,
paid positions.
Cultural Awareness or Special Events
The study states that more than or maybe Lectures, Films or Social
eight out of ten (82%) of the 144 events are more up your alley. Opporprivate sector employers surveyed tunities even exist in Outdoor and Inresponded favorably regarding door Recreation. And, of course, the
recognition ~nd consideration of Chairperson position of the UPvolunteer worki when hiring. Of those BEAT programming board also is
favorable responses, 76% look for available.
Applications are available in the
volunteer work on resumes, 37%
have space for it on their applications ASUOP office, and are due·February
·
and 72% ask about it during inter- 29at5 pm.
Staff Writer

Basketball team decides to sit one out. (see s(ory on page 6.)
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EDITORIAL
Pacific
Talks
By Kelly Olsen
Pllotos by Tim Sweeney

What do you think of the job
Ronald Reagan has done in his
four years as president?

Gary Groth
Sophomore
English '
I think it's time for a change. I
think it's time to see what other
people can do. I can't say things
are worse now but I don't think
that things are better. I don't
like him. I don't think he's a good
policy maker or policy initiator.
He's not creative. I don't get a real
positive warm feeling from him.
He's not a hero or someone we can
all look up to and respect. I'm
really interested in Gary Hart. I
don't really know a lot about him
but I want to know more. He's
young, he's creative, and I think
there's a future for him.

Shawn Smith
Sophomore
Public Relations/ International
Studies
I think he's done a good job
generally. Although there is always
room for improvement. I do think
he could have done a better job as
far as economics and the budget. I
:-vould be hesitant to have him go
mto a second term, because it's a
tough job and there were some
pretty big mistakes. Overall I
would say it was a fair term.

John Smith
Professor of English
I do not think highly of our
President. I don' t think he understands what the country is about
and I think he does project the
cowboy image. I think he should
retire. I think he's dangerous and
he does not represent me. I think
it's realistic to say tha.t he might be
re-elected, but I think that's
because he appeals to our collective self-disception. I think he only
understands a very small piece of
the country. I think he's a disaster.

Carol Clare
, Library Technician
I think he's done an excellent
job. He's done well as far as
economics and fairly well with
foreign policy. Overall, I think
he's done a good job.

•

Fumbled priorities.
Before reading any further, I would like to bring to the attention of my
readers that the purpose of this editorial is not to condemn or malign the
athletic program at UOP. In fact, athletics can be very important in
developing a person's individual, as well as collective confidence, not to mention physical abilities. However, when athletic programs become the primary
concern of a university, priorities have been fumbled.
The purpose of a university is to educate and prepare students for the future. Here at UOP, education takes place; however, many people believe that
the delicate balance between athletics and academics have been tipped. Unfortunately, the football weighs more than the pencil and the paper.
To begin with, UOP awards more than 200 of its athletes some type of
scholarship for their athletic abilities. However, only two scholarships,
disregarding financial need, are awarded to UOP students who demonstrate
academic merit. Are priorities a little jumbled here?
The almost simultaneous openings for Athletic Director and Academic
Vice President caused the academic-athletic scale to tip even more towards
athletics. Despite prolonged friction concerning the importance of conducting
a nationwide search for an Acadmic Vice President, President McCaffrey went
ahead and made the appointment of Academic VP, arguing that a nationwide
search would be too costly for the University. In less than a week, the Stockton
Record printed an article announcing the resignation of UOP's athletic director. The Record reported that an "extensive nationwide search" would be
held to find a replacement for the former director. All the money that
President McCaffrey "supposedly" safed the University earlier in that week
was indirectly handed over to the athletic department.
After learning of the "extensive nationwide search," I was curious to find
out exactly how much more money would be auocateo for the purpose of
athletics. I first met with the President of the Athletic Advisory Board. I was
told that Oscar Jarvis and Robert Winterberg were the spokesmen for the search
committee and that I should speak with them.
When talking to Dr. Jarvis and Dr. Winterberg, I received no straight answers. In tact, they evaded my question like Nixon evaded the Watergate
issue. I simply wanted to know the limit of the new athletic director's salary. I
wanted to prove the rumor of this man's salary being a six digit figure wrong;
however, after twenty minutes of both Jarvis and Winterberg dodging my
questions, stuttering for answers and not giving any information, I wondered
if the six figure salary could be reality.
.
Dr. Jarvis and Dr. Winterberg told me that the salary would be "commensurate with qualifications and experience" of the applicant. They also
said that the search committee has not discussed any amount of money whatsoever in regards to salary for the athletic director . I find that story difficult to
swallow.
Given the situation at hand, let's hypothetically say the athletic director of
a Pac-10 university decides to apply for the current opening at UOP . This person has experience and qualifications beyond belief; he probably also has a six
figure salary. Would the search committee hire this person?
At this point, I question the attitudes of the administration. Are athletics
dominating academics? The attitude presented by UOP's advertisement in
The Chronicle of Higher Education only serves to answer the question. UOP
asks for applicants who "have -strong administrative proficiency and a commitment to the highest standards and values of amateur athletics in developing
comprehensive intercollegiate, intramural and instructional programs for men
and women."
In contrast to UOP.'s advertisement i~ another ad placed in the January
25th issue of the same paper. The University of Puget Sound, which is a
school of comparable size to UOP, was looking for an athletic
director who "should have an understanding of commitment to the
complimentary role of athletics, recreation and fitness within a university
which is dedrcated to liberal education." The candidafe was also to "be experienced in academic administration." The UOP ad never mentioned
academics or a commitment to education. The obvious lack of academic concerns at UOP is more than evident.
The key question that needs to be addressed is, "How .many students
benefit from the. 'academics' and how many from the 'athletics'?" The University's priorities should be determined by these figures. The number of UOP
students who have been drafted in professional sports teams in the past decade
can be counted on both hands. Yet, each year UOP grants more than 1,000
diplomas to its graduates, graduates who must complete academic programs
that will benefit them for a life time. UOP seems to be losing sight of this fact.
Although a strong arm is needed to pass a football, a strong mind is needed to
lead a successful life. Let's not tip the academic-athletic scale to the point where
we not only fumble, but lose the game.
-L.C.

Letters of the week

A superior race speaks
Editor:
I must protest the poor taste of
your cartoon portraying UOP administrators as elephants. While it is
th~ esse~ce of ~artooning tO)?.~e .fun
at Individuals It would be ll~that
editorial policy would exclude
maligning another whole species. We
elephants are noble, intelligent,
friendly and possess a keen sense of
humor. We take great pride in the
pleasure that our circus participation
affords humanity. We have worked
hard in Asian logging projects and
helped in university biological
research projects. Your cartoon portrayal seems then both ungrateful and

unfair since there has never been an
elephant so delinquent as to even consider a caree( in university administration. Nor for that matter has
one ever lampooned any species in a
newspaper cartoon. lt IS uncommon
for us to be so ill treated so, thankfully, letters of protest such .as this are
very rare.
We hope that you will see fit to
publicly apologize for the embarrassment your portrayal has
my species.
Pak. E. Durm
My Apologies To The Elephants-T.S.

·T he Pacifican stews
Mr. Fairbrook's ·goose
Editor:
· reader that you never went out to ask
SHAME ON YOU! Even though
anyone!
you were not born yet at the time, I
For your information, Dean
shall repeat the now famous outburst
Catherine Davis is loved by everyone,
of the defense attorney at the Senate and, in fact, revered by some. If you
meeting in the mid-1950's, when he . had been one of the students, spaced
said, to Senator Joseph McCarthy:
out on a drug overdose, With whom
"Have you no sense of decency,
she s'at all night in the infirmary; if
Sir?"
you had been one of the adPerhaps those of us who read
ministrators. and watched her take the
your editorial of February 17 and side of the UOP students in most
were outraged by it should excuse you controversies; if you had been one of
because of your youth; perhaps bad the faculty members and watched her
manners should be overlooked. At fight for one of the issues which she
what point in your life, I ask you, do deeply believes in, i.e. the Panyou want to be taken seriously, and hellenic . system on campus, you
be held responsible for your actions?
would not ·have dreamed to attack
Your intemperate attack on this fine lady in such a dastardly and
Dean Catherine Davis was not only cowardly manner. Dean Davis has
ill-mannered and intemperate, it was spent her entire professional life
completely inaccurate; even a student helping, advising, and caring for the
reporter, without any professional students at Pacific, and to write
training in newspaper work, can be about her in such an unfounded,
expected to have some factual data petulant manner is truly beneath conupon which to base an editorial. Your tempt.
statement that "at UOP we have
found not one person who
Paul Fair brook
had anything good· to say about Dean
Director, Auxiliary Services
Davis" indicates to every fair-minded

Take pride in University
Education, the first School of
Education in California, has not only
been granted renewed full acPresident
creditation but can be ·proud of its
Let's take a positive look at splendid record of virt~ally t~tal
placement of its graduates m teachmg
Pacific!
In our society it is popular to positions, an exceptional record
criticize and certainly criticism can among Schools of Education in our
have beneficial results. However, it is State and nation.
Twelve students from the
wise in order to maintain an appropriate perspective, to recognize Departments of Chemistry and
the favorable aspects of situations Psychology in the College of the
and institutions. So it is with our Pacific, and from the School of
University. It is easy to find fault and Pharmacy were awarded scholarships
certainly there are conditions which for their research accomplishments
need improving. But there are many by ARCS, Bay Area based charitable
aspects of our University which are educational organization, the largest
excellent and which merit commen- number of scholarships granted to
dation and favorable recognition. Let any single campus in the Bay Area. A
us review several of these, as exam- similar number of awards are to be
ples, to remind ourselves that we can made to our student~ at this year's
March ARCS Awards'event.
take justified pride in our ifniversity.
The Stockton campus has exWe have an excellent faculty,
devoted to teaching and performing perienced a remarkable growth in the
meaningful research. Just this week,
number of students from other lands
Professor Suzanne Hanser, Chairper- attending our institution, with that
son of Music Therapy in the School number this Spring being more than
of Music, delivered the Faculty 400 students from nearly 60 nations.
Research Lecture, a signal honor The favorable experience of these infrom her colleagues, and this reminds temational students while at Pacific is
us not only of the quality of our facan !mport.ant fB:ctor in .the deci~i<_>n of
culty but also that our Department of their nat1ons m . havmg additional
Music Therapy is recognized as one students enroll here. The Bechtel Inof the finest in the nation.
temational Center wit~ the services it
Our School of Engineering, ~ffers, ~as played an ~portant part
which has experienced phenomenal m makmg the expenence of our
enrollment growth from 50 students students from other lands a happy
in 1972 to over 600 today, has been and meaningful one.
.
accorded the maximum accreditation
O~r School of Dentistry,
of six years by ABET (Accreditation recog~ as one c;>f the finest ~ntal
Board for Engineering and Schools m the n~t1on, has agam earTechnology), granted to only 350Jo of ned top hon~>rS m that 980Jo of our
all the Schools of Engineering graduates thts year pa~sed. the State
reviewed. We are also reminded that · ~ental Board Exammat10ns, the
in the Scholarship Contest each year h1ghest . pass-rate of all D~ntal
sponsored by the California Con- Schools m the St.ate and 7% higher
sulting Engineers Association, in than th~ next highest school. The
which all the Engineering Schools of pre~arat1on many of these students
our State compete (including Cal,
rc:ce1ved on th~ Stockton campus in
Stanford, Caltech, UCLA, etc.) our biOlogy, chemistry B?d other pr~Pacific students have won top honors dent~ .coll!ses, contnbu~ed to their
more than students from any other quahficatJons to achleve these
·
school and have received ap- . supenor
scores.
proximately three-fifths of all such
~ur McGeorge School .of Law,
honors over a five year period.
established as one of the nation's top
Our School of Business and law schools, has been awarded
Public Administration was granted Chapter of the Order of the C 01. f tha
d ·
..
e
•
full accreditation this past year on its hi h
fo~ :S~r~:r=~~ r~c:J~~~: rossible
first application, a virtually un1
precedented honor, providing honor accorded only 61 of th~ 7nj an
recognition to the quality of the credited law schools in the nation
School, its administration, faculty,
only three private law scho0 1 .
.
s 1D
students and alumni. Weber Hall is c rr
a I. ?rma. McGeorge graduates
now being renovated to become the traditionally
earn top scores in their
t f h s
new home for this fine School.
pass-rae o t e tate Bar Exam.
Our distinguished School of
Our Stockton campus Student

Dr.• Stanley E. McCaffrey

f

.=d

Life program is recognized as
the finest ~f coll~ges and universM
in .the nation. W1~h !he IUIIICiai:Dell1l
philosophy that Jt IS the
perie~ce of the individual .
both m the ~lassroom and outside
that contnbutes toward
education, a comprehensive
life program has been de1felctoed
Pacific under the leadership
President Judith Chambers
regarded as a model for all
and universities.
The Library addition on
Stockton campus is moving
architectural planning and
raising, with four million
having already been pledged
the six million dollar goal. It is
that construction can begin Or.
vitally important project within
coming year.
Two important
have been made possible the
servatory of Music by generous
from University friends.
auditorium will be c~~.~:~~~~sJ~::c:l~~~~
renovated as a result of ~"'n·••h••"
·the million dollar gift from Univenkf
benefactor Alex G. ·Spanos and aMi
Rehe~sal~Recital Hall complex
IIIICICcasJons
be built within the coming year, _...,· ..~~~:no
possible by the one million dollar lift' misllea~lino
from an anonymous donor.
The University has had twd'll
consecutive years of balanced bud&ell
in spite of difficult economic tiiJics,l ~:---------lower pool of potential studeolf
nationally and continued increased
operational costs due to inflatioiq
Such a favorable condition is of viul
importance to the stability of II
University from the standpoint of·
personnel and programs as weU •
continuing efforts to imp;ove qualitY·
Credit for his exceptional financill
record is due to the excellCIII
management of Financial Viet
President Robert Winterberg and till
policy guidance of the Regents of the
University.
These examp 1es cons t"Itute
evidence that there are many positi~
aspects of our situation at pacific
which benefit
· w)Jicll
1. ~t u d e~ts an d m
f
acuity, adm~rust~atJon an~ studenVItl
can take JUStified pnde. e
recognize, of course, that there are
problems and challenges which f~
~:c~~t I am. ~lease~ to report :~
Y• ~dm1rustration and R~~ f
are working together in the spltlt 0
cooperation
d
ommon
ded" t'
an
. a c f tbC
Ica Ion to the progress o
University t
h
hall ngCS·
• o meet t ese c e
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the policy
1he Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of t/rt
University of the Pacific, exceP1
during vacation periods. com·
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and l~f·
ters to the editor should be subftlll·
ted in typed form by 5 p.ffl·
Tuesday to the Pacifican, Jrd
floor, North Hall The Pacifica"
staff reserves the 'right to edit ~U
·submitted material.
Editorta:
: com~nts reflect the views of th
. P_aclf~ean editorial board, unftsS
Signed.
.
ht
.
Staff members of 1 1
· Pacifican can be reached .0
University of the pacifiC,
Stockton, California 952Il (209)
·?46-2/U,

join the rest of the staff at the National En ~ u~ e, I can
question facing most of our critics is whether to~ r-:;: She only
or 'fbe Pacifican, neither have much money latel ueBe~m ~eene~
into a life of poverty or one of covering L.Y· 1' ~re, rece e
husband, or both, I have a small question Didtz ay or s next
read the whole of any one of the editorials? ·
anyone actually
No, the editors are not so insensif ·
.
the impact last week' editorial page wo~~ to no~have re~tzed
! assure you that Tbe Pacifican t ff have onh ean DB:vts..
e such as last week's is never
sa
ope~ t at an edttonal
pag et our actions and there . necess~y agam, but we do not
re~ld not repeat the perfo
IS not a smgle staff member that
910
Man readers cho r~ance.
. 'al Y 1 0
s~ , 0 read selected excerpts of both
0
cdito~ r~· t n .ean .avts fdefense, and ours, Tbe Pacifican
wo~ 1 ef 0 . ratse a~ tssu~ or the second time. Granted, Dean
DaVIS ~as. acmg a s~~~u} Slt~tion. as Associ.at~ De~ of Students,
but who 1 ~ resp~nst e or
owmg the dtfftcultles to escalate
to sue an mtenstty?
·
·

:s

co~lld have surrounded anyone in her position. Maybe if the letter
wnters in positions of authority had addressed the issue at the
outset Tbe Paclflcan would not be left to clean up the mess.
! T~e editorial staff ofTbe Pacifican, realizing that we control
the pnmary channel of communication within the University, take
our responsibilities quite seriously. Much time was spent in
re~ear~hing the editorials, and even more in their review. Both
edttonals received the full approval and support of each member
of the editorial staff before being printed. A quick lesson in
editorials - editorials are opinions meant to inform and expose
new perspectives, but they are just that, opinions.
There seems to be a lot of interest as to where Tbe Paciflcan
obtains its facts, and this leads into a secondary matter as to
where we get the ideas for these indulgences in cruelty. First, the
facts. I hate to disillusion a lot of you, but the newspaper fairy
did not leave information abo'ut the Dean Davis affair under any
of our pillows, we actually got our information from the people
involved - talk to them and if that fails suggest that they sit
down and have atalk Wit
· 'h themse
· 1ves, t.e.,
· 'th etr
· consciences.
·
·

editorial ideas. To put it simply, at the end of sorority rush we
practically went deaf from all the input from the involved parties, one of which chose to write a letter. Allow it to suffice that
The Pacifican bas started a trust fund so that come next year we
will be able to invest in mufflers for the whole council.
All that aside, Tbe Pacifican staff would like the campus
community to be aware that we would not have taken the stand
we did if it had not been necessary. We did not take our statements lightly, and we hope that you will reread the editorials and
take that fact into account. .
. .
When I came on as editorial edi~or I had hoped to wnte mformative and positive editorials that wouldn't alienate people, at
least that's what I told President McCaffrey shortly af!er I drew a
comparison between himself and the Regents with Jtm Henson
and the Muppets. I have subsequently learned that one of the unsolved mysteries of the world is the writing of an editorial that
does not infuriate someone.
-T.S.

I.

Letters to the editor

ty T~e Pacific jury .is in- the editorial staff is out
Panhellenic Council switches course The Pacifican staff is barred

We, the Panhellenic Council,
would like to respond to an
"editorial," which would more appropriately be referred to as a
"roast" of Dean Catherine Davis.
Although our name appeared on the
article, the ideas printed there were a
JfOSS misrepresentation of the council
md its feelings on the subject. The
author of the article distorted the
facts for the sake of sensationalism.
I would like to point out several
IUtant errors in reasoning and clear
~ some misunderstandings. First, it
pa totally ignorant assumption that
an Davis single-handedly dragged
GPA of all Greek women down to
all-time low . ..She .should be "perIQnally ashamed?" 1w·~~re coll~ge
sfudents' now responsil>ie for our own
scholastic achievement. Dean Davis
was not paid to be a surrogate
mother.
Secondly, I refer you to the
statement, "Dean Davis did not attend Panhellenic meetings nor did she
acquaint herself with the prepared
agenda." Dean Davis was absent on
rare occasions and made every effort
to attend and assist the council. It is
also misleadiniZ to imply Dean Davis
bad the vetc "'"'wpr over votes taken
in council meeting~. Only collegiate

~

Panhellenic members have voting
power. Dean Davis' position was one
of advisor.
Thirdly, although we do not
deny the mishaps that occurred
during Rush this year, we do not for a
moment place IOOOJo of the blame on
Oean Davis. It is hoped that with the
hiring of a person who is more
familiar with ~ • ational Panhellenic
regulatic,ns some of these problems
can be remedied.

Viewed.

Editor.:
, ,Over the cpurse of my term it has
become increasingly evident to me
how important Tbe Pacifican is as a
campus information tool and a
medium for articulating student concerns. It is with this fact in mind that
I am writing to respond to last week's
editorial entitled "The Politburo of
Pacific."
My purpose is not to address the
validity of the accusations that the
editorial made about the performance
of Vice Presidents Jarvis and Winterberg, and Dean Davis because I
believe that the statements made
speak for themselves. Jarvis and

have a lot of difficulty understanding
the lack of sensitivity that led you to
your decision to inclu~e .your
editorial comments. L<?ngevtty ts. n'?t
tantamount to perfection, but ~t ts
amazing to me that you feel qu~hfied
to issue a blanket condemnation of
thirty-one years of service.
It is my sincere hope that after
thirty-one years of service to a firm or
institution, that you will not be sub-,
jected to the kind of hurtful remarks
which were expressed in last week's
Pacifican. I hope you understa~d
your need for such remarks; I don t.
B. Jan Timmons
Professor, Department of Comm.

1can understand the pique, but I
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The Panhellenic Council

Editor:
Although thousands of colleges
and universities in the United States
publish student newspapers, probably
less than fifty of these are worth
reading regularly. Most student
papers vascillate between the inane
and the yellow. Most often, the
student press is of the inane type -anemic, feckless, and unfaithful to
reality.
Sometimes the student press is

Analogies do not appeal to Vila

Communications professor sites
afailure to communicate
Editor:
l can't believe it! A retirement
story concerning Dean Davis on P~ge
I and a diatribe on Page 2??? Astde
from what I consider to be inordinately poor taste, I can't believe
that on Page 2 you would state,
" ... we found not one person-faculty, student, or administrator-who had anything even remotely
Dositive to say about her (Dean
Davis) tenure." Did yciu read the
Quotations on Page !- continued on
Page 4? Apparently you neith~r
checked with Frank Reichert nor dtd
Y?u talk with the people he inter-

The Panhellenic Council does
bid farewell to Dean Davis and extends a thank-you for the years of
service she gave to our organization.
I would hope that the author of
this editorial would double check her
facts before printing such a slanderous piece of news and attaching a
group's name to it with which she has
no direct connection.
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Cbernenk~ baye interchangeable persopalities~:f:inance Division resembles

the KOB-·Come on?! These
statements belong on the entertainment page in a review of Gorky Parknot on the editorial page.
My concern is with the irresponsibility of the editorial. Even thougal
the editorial was full of accusations,
there was absolutely no evidence to
support these statements. Clearly, it
is within the rights of The Pacifican
to print the editorial, but with that
right comes a responsibility: a
responsibility to support the
statements made in the editorial.
Because Tbe Pacifican often

represents the student perspective on
issues, unsubstantiated statements
which appear in the paper portray all
students in a bad light and create unnecessary barriers which students
who work with administrators on a
daily basis must overcome.
The objective of a good
newspaper should be to print the facts.
A newspaper should also make an
attempt to point the way toward
positive constructive change. In the
case of last week's editorial page, Tbe
· Pacifican achieved neither objective.
Scott Vila .
ASUOP President ·

Bruce.bruises Pacifican
Editor:
Apparently The Pacifican has
declared open season on university
administrators. But I was appalled
and incensed at the vicious attack on
Dean Davis in last Friday's paper. To
say, as the writer did, that she (he?)
researched Dean Davis' career and
could not find anyone who could say
anything positive about her is
irresponsible journalism.
She/ he
didn't look very far. Having worked
with Dean Davis on a university
committee for several years, I have
developed a great deal of respect for
her. I know her as a dedicated
woman, concerned about students
and their welfare. Whatever personal

yellow. That is, its reporters and
editors publish articles and opinions
which have as their target some unfortunate member of the local administration or faculty who, this
week or next, has discovered that it is
.his turn to be castigated for purposes
known only to the paper's editorial
board. Most of the time the student
press at Pacific has been merely
inane.
Leave it to this year's Pacifican,
however, to create a mutant -- it has
merged the inane and the yellow! A
case in point is its attack last week on
a retiring administrator -- Associate
Dean of Students .Kay Davis -- and
the statement that not one faculty
member, student, or administrator
had been found with anyt hing
positive to say about her. In making
that statement The Pacifican chose to
ignore its own reportage. }':1 a front-

Why wait until afte r gr ad uation to get paid for your
skill s ? The Navy Nuclear
Powe r Pr ogr am i s offe riny
financial support plu s all
activ e duty be nefits t o
front-running Jr s . and Srs .
in ma jor s li s t e d above . No
uniforms , no haircuts , no
"drills ," 'iou con t inuP t.o do
your best a s a s tude nt f ree
of any di s trac tion s , and
GET PAID FOR IT! 'iou a re
guarante ed a commi ss ion as
an officer in the Navy Nu clear Power · Program in c l ud ing a full ye ar of pos t- gr ad
training. Star t at $ 2 4,000
with increases to ove r
$40,000 after only 4 yea r s .
REQUIREMENTS: 3 . 0 o r bette r
in technical course s, U.S.
c itizen, no more than 27
ye ars old at graduation .
For mo r e inf orma tion, c all
co lle c t: (415) 45 2-2900,
M-Th. ·, 9-1.

OVER $ 1,000 A MONTH

William H . Barr, Ph.D.
Dean of Students

Taking free press too far
Editor:
An open letter to the editors of The
Pacifican
l'ree press! How precious and
wonderful as long as such is us.ed
responsibly .
But t hen how
devastating it can be when this
freedom, like any other freedom, is
misused, whether for the purpose of
headlines, kicks or just "makin2
news."
To write an editorial as you have

differences the student author may
have had with Dean Davis, there is
no excuse for mis-using The Pacifican
to launch such an insensitive and
Editor:
cruel attack.
·
I don't understand what Reason
An official apology from the
author (or authors), and from those drives students, Rightly or wrongly in
on the Pacifican staff who are- res- positions of Editorial influence, to
ponsible for allowing this pie'=e to be . State .::•1ch inaccurate, Peforative and
published, is the least that should be unkind Opinions on someone who
forthcoming. But not even such an, Never, regardless of differences in
apology can erase the undeserved paid Style, deserved to receive such Insipid
the article has caused a woman wno treatment, while there was never a Bit
has dedicated most of her life's work of commentary during her tenure,
you have Left your ignorant rancor to
to the University.
be bent only as she Exits. yours is a
Marge Bruce
capital flaw.
English Dept.
Randy Bass

ENGINEERING,
CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
MATH MAJORS
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

page story of that same edition was a
story in which Kay Davis was praised
bv three administrators -- Vice
President Judy Chambers, Director
9f Residential Life Jesse Marks, and
Director of Fraternity Programs Greg
Boardman.
Of course, one ought not to
believe everything one reads in print.
Tbe Pacifican staff should interview
any five members of the Division of
Student Life, at random, and a point
of view will emerge which differs
significantly from what was
published last week.
Then a retraction should be offered, which is the only noble response possible. For unlike our student
newspaper, Kay Davis has never been
inane and she has never been yellow.

Irresponsibility

done in this past Friday' s Pacifican
about Dean Catherine P. Davis is not
only demeaning to Dean Davis herself, but to all of us who labor in the
student service areas of this campus.
Dean Davis, who has served this
campus, including, no doubt, the
editors of The Pacifican, for more
than 30 years in the most dedicated
way, deserves better! Your article
was, to say the very least,
ungracious, rude and insensitive, if
not slanderous. Clearly, it was writ
ten by an individual or individuals
who have not yet set foot into the real
world, with all its hurts and needs
and probably have not the slightest
idea of what "to serve" really means
What is the solution to such bad
taste? That those responsible have
the courage to come forward-not as a
group hiding behind an editorial-but
as individuals to not only retract your
editorial of this past Friday but
publicly apologize to Dean Davis.
This is the very least you can do.
Ernest (Ernie) Belz

COUPON

.,

BIG OLAF!!!
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4343 N. Pacific Avenue
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University Square

Pacific
Update.
Extras, Extras
Hey all of you up and coming
actors and actresses!!
The Career Planning and
Placement Center is in great
need of extras for the filming of
"Sure Tiling" which is to take place
on the UOP campus during the
,-,eeks of March 5-17, and the 1625.
The Placement Center is
looking for at least 75 students
with a "pr'!;:>PV look " Students
who sign up will be paid $30.00
for the first eight hours and after
eight hours will be given time and a
half. The ftlming crew is also ·in need
of cars, for which the student will
be paid $10.00, personal props and
bicycles, for which the student will
be given $5.00.
The Placement Center needs
40 students who would be able to
stay for a period during Spring
Break; (March 3-11).
Interested students should
sign up with "Rusty" in the
Placement Center, prior to the informational meeting to be held
Feb. 29, 1984 from 4-6 in the UC
Theatre. For further information,
call946-2361.

UOP community-soon to get physical in Gamefield
BYKiku Lam· I wat a
Staff Writer

possible maintenance problems or
safety hazards in its design and also
to insure the course will be
aesthetically concordant with the
campus architecture. The two then
will meet with the Gamefield Committee to finalize the ~ourse route.

An estimated $9,000 jogging
course will be constructed on the
Stockton campus as soon as students
and administrators finalize its route
~utton (A~soctate Profes~or,
and raise the funds needed for its inPhysical Education and RecreatiOn)
stallation.
The "Gamefield" Committee, · said the Gamefield route has been
designed to run along safe and visible
composed of nine students, hopes conareas of the campus, with road
struction will begin after Spring
break. The UOP Gamefield jogging
crossings at controlled stop-signs. It
has also been designed to run near the
course will ·have 20 exercise stations
along its 1.6 mile route around the
dormitories and living areas to attract
campus. The students, with faculty
people to run the course.
consultant Dr. Connor Sutton,
The committee has already purdesigned the route and have submitchased the $7,000 Gamefield equipted it to Univeristy Architect Leonard
ment through funds provided by the
Abbott to make the necessary
Physical Education and Recreation
changes.
Department ($1,500), the Associated
Abbott said he and Charles
Students of the University of the
Ahrens, UOP Superintendent of
Pacific ($3,050) and Wells Fargo
Transportation, Custodial and
($2,500). Also, student and comGrounds, are working on the
munity groups have volunteered their
proposed route to eliminate any
services to help with ~undraising and

Crime Prevention
Program
Stockton's Police Department
announced the second annual Crime
Prevention For The Deaf/Hearing
Impaired Program will begin on
11
Tuesday, March 13, at the
Stockton Police Department.
Classes will begin Thursday,
: March 13, and will run for
11 consecutive weeks, being held
once a week on Tuesday mornings.
The first class will start at 9:30 am
~ r_un untill2:00 noon, with the
Mfuamder of the classes starting at
· 10:00 am and running until 12:00
noon. There is no fee for the class,
except for tHose who take the mace
segment.

j

II

~~ Mystery Symposium
Tony Hillerman, making his
! oniy California appearance. will be
featured at the Second Annual
Mystery Writers' Symposium,
"Shades of Crime: Cross Cultural
Cops," on Saturday, February 25
starting at 9:00 am at Long
Theater. Contact Durlynn Anema.
./
This year's symposium
1 focuses on wri~crs of the ethnic

Hillcnnan,
l ~'•
fb. ' - ·. ~lief discussion,
an
1:

,
1

.

o ·
: :arllet~han movie and a
mystety.game throughout the UOP
campus. The non-credit conference Is $25.00 which includes luncheon and wine tasting.
For registration, contact the
Office of Lifelong Learning,
Knoles 214 or call946-2424.
0

·

installation.
Sutton said the committtee still
faces a major problem of financing
additional labor and materials needed
to install 96 posts along the course.
Sutton said a power auger will be
needed to dig each hole, at 12 inches
wide and 2.0 to 30 inches deep. He
s~c:i six yards of concrete, at $90 a
yard, are also needed.
·
Sutton said many universisites
and colleges have Gamefields or
similar exerCise courses. He said
about four years ago, students began
considering an exercise course for
UOP.
Sutton said the UOP Gamefield,
produced by Wells Fargo, will take
approximately 30 minutes to run.
Each of the 20 stations along the
course recommends a strengthening or
flexibility exercise at beginning, intermediate and advanced levels. The
runner follows the three stages of the
course: warm-UJt and stretching
stage; the main jogging and activity

89.7 OJo of Pacific students drink
By Eve.Jyn Macavinta

veyed felt that drinking is never a

iJXXl thing to do, 26.8 percent felt it is al-

Staff Writer

right as long as you don't get drunk,
According to · the results of a and 56.1 OJo indicate that an ocFall, 1982 survey conducted by the casional "drunk" is okay as long as it
UOP Drug and Alcohol Awareness doesn't interfere with academics and
Task Force, 89.7% of UOP students other student responsibilities. An ocdrink.
casional "drunk" was okay even if it
This fact, among others, was ·did interfere to 8.30fo of the students,
revealed by the survey, the purpose of and 4.9% felt it was all right to get
which was to assess the amount of drunk as often as they wished.
alcohol use on campus, attitudes of
In response to these figures a
students toward its use, and the problems
male senior said, "I think it's alright
resulting from it.
for a person to drink, it's his
The 40-question survey was
business." A female sophomore said,
completed by over 400 students · "When you throw away your selfduring preregistration for Spring respect by getting drunk, it's hard to
courses. The respondents represented expect it (respect) from others."
a cross-section of campus students by
Students indicated that sociability
age, sex, class, religious preference,
and enjoyment of the taste of
school or college, and type of living alcohol, with 78.4% and 70%,
accommodations.
respectively, were the major reasons
The following statistics are ex- they drink. In order to get a "buzz"
cerpts from the comprehensive survey was why 42.3% drank, and 20.4%
results. They were compiled by Dr.
drink to get drunk. Most of the
Roseann Hannon, Psychology respondents, 87.4%, report that they
Department Chairperson and Task seldom or never felt pressured to
Force member.
drink.
Abstainers constitute 10.350Jo of
The majority of students exUOP students, a figure comparable perience no problems from their
to more recent surveys of college drinking, but some revealed that
students. Slightly over half of the alcohol has interfered with some
respondents, 52.5o/o, indicated that
aspects of their lives.
the experience of college life has inMissing class due to drinking was
creased their use of alcohol.
cited by 24.2%, while 17.80fo said it
Nearly half of the respondents interfered with exams, and 19.2%
under 21 said it is relatively easy for
revealed that it has caused conflict
them to purchase alcohol at a liquor with friends of the opposite sex.
store, bar or restaurant, and 21.9%
Accident and injury were atof those under 21 said that they
tributed to alcohol by 10.8% of those
.possess false identification.
questioned, and another 10.8% said
Whether or not they met the
that alcohol has caused them to
legal drinking age, 3.90Jo of those surforego other things because of the ex-

Hit and run
(continuedfrompage 1)
have been dragged a distance of ten
feet. University Police are not sure
whether the victim was inside of the
sleeping bag. However, the victim
was noted as bearing "marks on his
arms" which may have resulted from
being carried by the large vehicle.
There have been no leads
followed on the whereabouts of the
assailants. University Police would
appreciate anyone with information
regarding this accident to call University Police immediately. The number
is 946-2535. .

pense of liquor.
Roger Yates, a representative
from county youth programs and a
counselor at UOP's Counseling Center, said that at the last meeting of the
Task Force, he felt there was another
awareness and attitude change on the
part of the faculty' not only the
students. He pointed out that they
should be sensitive to the problems
that may arise from alcohol abuse,'
and to ask questions of themselves.
"This student is not showing up in
classes on Mondays and Fridays. I
wonder if he's preparing for the party
early by starting on Thursday night or
recuperating on Monday?"
. Those students who believe they
may have problems are encouraged to
seek counseling. Yates said, "I
believe there is a correlation between
the consumption and related
problems."
Next week: the identification and
treatment
of
alcohol-related
problems at the Counseling Center.

d
t h"
. "
1d wn". an · stre c mg
course, coo- 0
stage.
.
·s ideal
. S~t~on satd the co~rs~ I th to
smce It IS short enough m eng
encourage all types of runnersdean~
yet long enoug~ to pr~vi "It's
thorough workout. Sutton ~aid, d it
a ve~y good way to exerctse a~od
provides an excellent upp~~ h Y
exercise, whi~h you cou
ave
trouble findmg on your bownf
Breaking it do~n to the. nu~ er ~
people who will b_e usmg It,.ll tb~
($9,000) cost over five years WI
minimal.

"Everyone can benefit fro ... 1•111
.
·
'" 1
said Lmda Day, co~~ttee melllb
"Students can use It m their p~·
courses as well as !unners and otht;
students. who are mterested in ex
cising. It's a well-r<?unded course a~
for the time that's mvolved With run.
ning it, it's one of the best modes
exercise."
.
Jerry Tseng, committee melllber
noted the course also would benefi1
the University, since it would ~
courage members of the Stockt
community to run the course dun08
daylight hours.
ll&

Students place in tourney
volved in chess.
Ten top UOP students
Staff Writer
ting the differen~ sp~>r:ts
with 30 other umverstties
Two UOP students placed in the
according
to Ken Kapur, ~uaupers~i•"·
51st annual indoor tournament at UC
of indoor recreation. The studen~
Davis this past weekend.
Roger Murphy, freshman co~ competed in table tennis, foosbaJI
pool, darts, backgammon and chess.'
puter engineer major, placed fi~st m
Murphy said, "It was a lot
the dart competition. Murphy srud he
fun
but
it was rough -.v'"IJ<:.uuJn.
played against eight other men. ~he
name of the game was 301, double m, · He felt there were some guys
might have defeated him but
double out. He brought home a
trophy and a plaque for the .school perform as well under pressure.
would like to see more peQple
and a plaque for himself.
Richard Sitorus, junior civil volved in darts.
Kapur mentioned that
engineer major, placed third in chess.
after
the spring break, campus
Sitorus said, "It was a lot of fun but
naments will be held i
it was very rough." He felt honored
when he was asked to be a member of volleyball, risk, scrabble, darts,
the US Chess Fe~ He also · backgammon. All students are
feels that more students shoirtd be in- coutaged to participate.

By Mary Calabro

Librarian's murder convicted
By Kristin Roncarati
Clyde Hoover Enge, convicted
rapist of University of the Pacific
librari~. Linda Mae Buescher, was
sentenced to a 29-year prison sentenc~
Tuesday by Superior Court Judge Bill
Dozier.
Dozier also included in his sentence a consecutive four-year term for
Enge's forcible entry into Buescher's
duplex apartment.

Enge pleaded guilty last
to first-degree murder and
after jury selection began,
prosecution agreed to drop "
circumstances" which could
resulted in the death penalty.
Deputy District Attorney
Callahan said that she agreed to
the death penalty bid in exchange
Enge's plea of " guilty," v-.......,,.. ,
pretrial rulings which excluded
of the evidence.

Happy Hour 4-7 pm Mon-Fri
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SUNDAY CHAMPAGNE.BRUNCH

9am · 2:30pm
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that words just can't describe.
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"BUDS" Ice Cream from
San Francisco

II:

Sandwiches
Soups-Salads-Meats
Cheeses-Deli

I

vi

Pr••n 1;fast ServPd 8~00-11 ~oo am

2FORJ
4

4

i

TURKEY SANDWICH

.(II

Purchase I Turkey Sandwich
at regular price and
receive the second one FREE
Limit one coupon per person

{5a

- -

Expires 3-l-84

Jto

II

43 PQcific
INext 10 0

Athletic
Performance
Center

*CALL

Av

.

DETAILS

Complimentary Coupon for any Aerobics Class
This Card Valid Thru March 31, 1984' .
Stockton. California
•
6315 Pacific Ave.

Of

957-5834

i------------

iI NAUGLES®
24

1
I
1
I
I
I
I

~R. DRIVE-THRU RESTAURANT

Th1s CertT
for an f I lC~te is good upon request
m
Y ood or beverage from Naugles
enu equal to the value stated hereon.
VALID ONLY AT THE
FOLLOWING LOCATION:

I
I
I
I
I

I
1
1
I

NAUGLES®
4601 Pacific Ave
Stockton, Calif. 95207
Limit on.f: coupon
per customer.

----------------ONE DOLLAR

Coupon valid tilt
April 1, 1984.

.,l

omtno•a PiuaJ

FOR

FREE I)ELIVERY
WE.NO W CARRY GELATO
.(italian ice cream)

L"AK

New Banquet Facilities

. '.
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ovie to be filmed at UOP

from page I)
UOP h
.
c arges a film c
$
p.bout the time classes resume day and . f .
rew 15 ,000 a
production crew will be moved to the ~rice ~ mdoor scenes are involved
lying Stockton areas. On April
bring in a~~s uf$Ihe Sure Thing will
of the spring scenes will
UOP's re ea~
~5,000. To ensure
campus with the week long is a flop Pt~tat{JO.• m _case the movie
including a classroom in not be as;oc·e t dm~ehrstty's na'!le will
Hall
Ia e Wit the mov1e.
Steve. Niolaides, production .
· Although UOP has not worked
' needs "lots of extras."
~tth Em_bassy Pictures (co-owned by
d
.11
orman Lear) before, Rob Reiner
00
I
stu ents WI be hired
ha~. This is Spinal Tap, a rock'n roll
ugh the placement center. sa_tlre, also directed by Rob Reiner
aides forsees no problems Will be r_eleased on March 3 by Em:
wi~~ so,~any extras. In ·fact, bassy Pictures. When asked if he
It s
un to go to nonpr~ferred directing to acting Reiner
situations." "The level
sa1d h h d
e a no preference: "I enjoy
~.oes up when working ~hatev~r I'm doing at the time." .
There s no responsibility in acting
Sure Thing is not the first
~ou get to be the child," Reiner con:
to be filmed at UOP. In the tmued. "Directing is the daddy; you
High Time was filmed here, and
can. b_e more creative and it's more
70's Disney filmed The World's
fulfilhng because you're involved in
v"ll~ll:!til1es1 Hero on campus. Recently,
every aspect of the film."
of the Lost Ark and Dream
The Sure Thing, Rob Reiner's
volved UOP scenes.
baby, will be released to the theaters
lming contracts are coor- on an unset future date. Filming on
by the Public Relations campus while classes are in session
a-..rtml•n through Doyle Minden.
may cause academic shock but that
said the University takes on
would fade away with the production
contracts to generate revenue.
company's extended stay.

if'r7 !'"';3J,!

Entertainment Editor

_Lassiter is a basic, average
mov1e of the type which is commonly released between the
Academy nominations and the
Academy awards.
Torn Selleck starred as Lassiter
sandwiched between Jane Seymour
as Sara and Lauren Hutton as
Kari. The screen portrayals of ·
Seymour and Hutton were quite
good. Unfortunately, Selleck was
m~rely average: The character of
Kari was particularly interesting,
more so than that of Lassiter. It's
too bad David Taylor (screenwriter) did not center the screenplay
around her.
Lassiter is a romantic thriller
that may better be described as a
"skin flick ." There were so many
naked bodies on the screen a
viewer could become distracted
Lauren Hutton and Tom Selleck star in the romantic suspense thriller Lassiter.
from the plot. Maybe that was the
idea?
work. There was supposed to be a
quasi-suspenseful moments.
This movie hit and missed
surprise ending, but it was predicLassiter tried to be a movie version
several times. An attempt was
table. Torn Selleck was too dull
of It Takes a Thief but barely rose
made to make the story believable
and ordinary for the suave characto the standards of Wild, Wild
but it .failed. The storyline tried to
ter he needed to portray.
West. ·(courtesy of Sherwood
run a con on the characters and the
The movie did have some fun
Theatre)
audience but it was too weak to
chase scenes, it also has some

Conservatory courses are open to all
By Lynette Leinfelder
Staff Writer

"You use a glass mirror to see your
face: you use works of arl to see your
soul."
George Bernard Shaw
Caught up in a hectic college lire,
a student might easily overlook
existing avenues to balance academics
with pleasure. Imagine combining
philosophic ideology, and intematinal
language and a beautiful, noble, craft
all into one study. WeU, it is possible
through the Department of Applied
Music, chaired by Dr. Wolfgang Fetsch. "We are now so science oriented
and we forget that music is a part of
:I everything," he commented. "We
are missing a lot by not studying it."
•
Few students realize that courses
i' in the Coq: ervatory are open to
everyone wlio might be qualified.
15 The Department of Applied Music, in
a romantic: particular, offers the opportunity to
take up an instrument or perhaps,
continue lessons on an instrument

r
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MPAGNE BRUNCH

• 2:30
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GRAND OPENING

~ ~.!f!,~!~~'~'RS

Quick Lunches

T.AK6 OUT

you played earlier in life. Whether it
terest in music has decreased.
be piano or flute lessons, A _Capella
Nationally, Dr. Fetsch noted that
or ensembles, adding music to your
there are only five students per every
college experience could be the balan- . music department wh~ 60 are needed
ce you've been looking for.
to sustain. Because of this, music
An audit ion is required, afterschools partake in a great deal of
which faculty members make their
public relations.
selections. ' 'Auditions are to steer
The Conservatory of Music is
them on the track they can handle,
fort unate, however, because there is
not necessarily to keep them out. It's
relatively no competition on the West
for their protection ," Dr. Fetsch
coast. . Other music schools don't
noted. Once accepted, a student then
have the time or expertise to offer in
arranges an applied pro·g ram inthe applied areas, whereas, at
cluding courses such as diction and
UOP, .Conservatory faculty offer
literature. ·
one-to-one individualized instruction.
Dr. Fetsch furt her commented
that one of the Conservatory's
challenges is to have a balance of
students. It is difficult to attract the
neces~ar y mix of instruments to
create ensembles and orchestras,
which actually are the teaching
laboratories. This challenge is partly
due to the fact that public schools are
cutting down in the area of music
education, and the nation-wide in-

•

957-7701
Open 7 Days a Week
11 :00 A.M. to 8 :30 P.M.

4343 Pacific .1\veru-te

· 4663 Padflc Ave.

!Next to Domino' s Pizza)

Six Pence Inns
of 'America

Of Stockton
Responsible Parties Preferred

Stockton 2 7 1 7
March Lane at
1-5

rates
from $17-$ ~5
plus tax
phone, heating,
color TV, pool

AC,

Stockton. CA

•

95 207

478-6124

•

The haircut

-~SIXPENCE INN

.th,.®

•

you want
is the haircut
.you get•..
we
guarantee
\
•t
I

'

I .•

At Supercuts, weve been
trained to .cut hair perfec11y: So
no matter how you li><e your hair
cut. you're going to gel the -::ut
you like. Every time.
We guarar>tee it, or your

has helped make us America's
most popular hatrcutters.
Which only goes to prove that
when you give people exactly
what they want. they JUSt keep
comtng back for more.

·JU·pc,CUij;
We're changing the way America cuts its hair.
STOCKTON

5757 PACIFIC AVE.

951-8827

11-F 8-8 SAT 8-7 SUN 11-4
~ 11183 £ lARA CORPORAllOll

For Reservation Call (209)4 77-5576

Feature
Update ·
Spanish music
La Tuna, a music group of
college men from Spain, will perform at University of the Pacific
on Monday, Feb. 27.
The 12 noon program in
University Center courtyard will be
open to the public without charge.

Tickets available
Tickets for Friday (Feb. 24)
remain available for Band Frolic at
University of the Pacific. The
Saturday (Feb. 25) program is sold
out.
The 56th annual musical show
features UOP living groups competing for awards in a variety of
skits. The programs will begin at 7
pm each night in the Conservatory
of Music Auditorium.
For ticket information, phone
946-2418.

Evening with
Janet Leigh
"An Evening with Janet
Leigh," featuring a film and the
star herself, will be held on Feb. 29
at the Sherwood Theatre,
preceding the March 1 Stockton
Arts Commission dinner honoring
her.
Miss Leigh will greet people in
the theatre lobby from 7 to 8 prn,
during which time complimentary
champagne and hors d 'oeuvres will
be served.
She also will address the
audience informally at 8 prn, prior
to the screening of one of her
films.
For more information, contact Vince Perrin at 944-8537.

By Dave Rosselli
Spor(s Editor

The UOP Tiger men's basketball
season is winding down with only
four more games remaining in the
1983-84 campaign.
Pacific, following a 97-66 loss to
UC Irvine Monday night now own a
2-24 overall ·record, 0.14 within the
conference. UOP has now dropped
15 in a row, 20 out of their last 21.
The Tigers battled Long Beach
State last night (score unavailable at
press time) and are on their way to
New Mexico State where they'll play
the Aggies tomorrow night to close
out the fmal roadtrip of the season
Pacific will close out the campaign against San Jose State March
4th at the Spanos Center in front of a
PCAA-KATZ television audience.
The Tigers are led by 6-8, sophomore
forward Andy Franklin who leads the
team in double-digit scoring. Rich
Anema actually has a higher scoring
average than Franklin at 12.7, but has
not played in the last three games and

will more than likely miss the fmal
road-trip.
The Aggies, the Tigers opponent
Saturday evening have lost their last
three ball games in a row, however,
they beat the Tigers in their last trip
to Stockton 75-69. The Aggies are led
by 6-3 guard Steve Colter (18.7),
guard Wendell Wright (13.2), and
center Andre Patterson (12.7).
Pacific has not won a ballgame
at home all season. Should they lose
their final two thev would wind up ().
14 at the Spanos Center this yea!'.

last ten consecutive games ... Senior
John Leidenheimer and freshman
Brent Counts have started all 26
games this year ... Leidenheimer has
started 55 games in a row ... The
Tigers have lost 15 in a row and 20 of
their last 21 games ... UOP has lost 15
consecutive PCAA games (dating
back to last years loss to UC Irvine
and not including the loss to UNL V
in the PCAA Tournament) ... UOP
has lost 12 straight PCAA road
games ... The longest losing streak in
school history is 17 games (Van
Sweet's 1952-53 club) ... ·

Tiger Nota

SERIES INFO:The Tigers will be
making their first trip to Las Cruces
since the 1960-61 season and their first
trip ever to the Pan-American Center ... New Mexico State leads 3-1
... The last time the Tigers and
Aggies met before this year's game in
Stockton was 1960-61 which NMS
won 84-S9 ... The only Tiger win of the
series came in 1940-41 (29-27) ... The
STREAK INFO: The Tiger opponents Tigers will be battling the odds when
have shot over the .SOO mark in the they travel to Long Beach in that

THE UOP RECORD: UOP is 2-24
overall (24 losses is the most single
season losses in UOP history) and ().
14 in PCAA games ... The Tigers are
2-12 on the road this season and have
not won a conference game on the
road since Feb. 6 when UOP defeated
U CSB in overtime 72-70 ...

'TIGS IN PCAA RANKINGS: The
Tigers have two players (before Monday's game) in the PCAA rankings-Kyle Pepple is ranked 6th overall
in assists (4.0) and Sth in PCAA
games (S.2) ... Andy Franklin -is
ranked lOth overall inrebounding at
6.6 ... Rich Anema (currently injured)
is ranked 3rd in PCAA games in free
throw percentage (.839) and fourth
overall (.826) ...
FABIAN IMPROVES: The 6-7 UOP
reserve freshman forward has been
making his presence felt off the bench
of late ... The aggressive inside player
has been in double figures (12-12-10)
in three of his last four garnes ... His
12 point games against Santa Barbara
and Fullerton on the road are his

ntain ma
n

Tigers defeat Chico St. 8-7; Van -Roy ·wins 5th
By Kevin Messenger

After allowing three runs in the as UOP ran themselves out of several
bottom half of the third, UOP ex- scoring opportunities, squandering a
ploded for three more of their own in . dismal )-3 tie with the Cossacks. The
The University of the Pacific the . sixth -on singles by Vince tie put the Tiger ledger at 7-8-l.
baseball team recorded its 8th victory Brigman, Brian Carr, and Schultz.
Pacific outhit Sonoma 8-4 and
against as many losses last WedVan Roy, in his eighth ap- stranded nine runners compared to
nesday as they defeated Chico St. 8-7 pearance of the season, is S-1 and three for Sonoma, while six Tiger
on the strength of Jim McCahill's first boasts a team leading 3.29 ERA.
baserunners were caught stealing or
The Tigers face Hayward St. this attempting to take extra bases betinning, two-out, two-run homer.
McCahill's shot carne with two outs afternoon in a 3 pm contest at Billy ween second and third.
after a Gary Thomas triple and a Hebert Field before travelling to UOP at Sonoma St •.
Bruce Anderson single to put the Hayward tomorrow for a 12:00 Saturday, February 18th (1st game)
Tigers up 3-zip.
doubleheader.
Entering this contest 7-7
In the third, Anderson drew a
following an easy win over Sonoma a
one-out walk and advanced to second UOP at Sonoma St.
day earlier, the Tigers never expected
Saturday, February 18th (lnd game)
on McCahill's fielder's choice.
Sonoma to take them into the lOth
Following a walk to Hobie Schultz,
In a scheduled seven inning inning. Not only were the Tigers forced
both runners advanced on a wild pitch, outing, the Tigers spoiled a strong, S- to go ten innings, but Sonoma St.
and both scored on the ensuing ; inning performance by starter Mark turned two singles and a walk into the
single by catcher Sam Vaughn to Stone who gave up only four hits and _game winning run as the Tigers fell to
make it 5-0 in favor of the Tigers.
two earned runs with eight strikeouts,
7-8 after the 3-2 defeat.
Staff Writer

Golfers claim Burns Invitational
Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

Pacific golf took a big step last
week toward an NCAA birth as they
won the John Burns Invitational at
Mid-Pacific C.C. in Hawaii by three
shots over San Jose State and Arkansas.
Jeff Wilson paced the Tigers
with his second place finish behind
Don Hurter, University of New
Mexico, and ahead of Mike Swartz of
Arkansas.
Very windy and rainy conditions
greeted the 19 team field for the first
round on February 15.
Scores reflected the tough conditions as Arkansas took a hold of the
team lead at 304, 76 per man average,
over USC by one shot. Having to
count two scores of 80, Pacific was
tied for fourth with Texas-ElPaso,
Weber State and Arizona with a one
stroke advantage over San Jose and
Stanford.
No player broke par in the first
round as Hurter's 72 gave him a one
shot lead over Wilson, Swartz, and
Rick Todd, UTEP. Three players,
including Tiger Ken Earle, were in fifth at 74.
·
Less rain but an equivalent wind
velocity greeted the field Thursday
for the second round with slightly
lower scores reflecting the weather
change.
Arkansas maintained its one
stroke lead; but now Weber moved
into second. Weber's 36 hole total
was 601 with the Razorbacks at 600.

P~cific h'cu:f a great opp<?rtunity to
Wilson\ front nine of 34 gave.
take the second round lead with three him a pix shot lead over Hurter with
of the fbut 11counting scores totaling nine to play':' But 'on the final nine
even par; but the final counting score, holes Hurter turned as hot, firing a
a 79, dropped them into a tie for third 33, as Wilson's putter turned
at 602 with San Jose.
cold to give the Tiger a 40 and
.
With 18 holes to play as many as . a disappointing second place fmish.
10 teams had a chance to win the Rounding out the top five were Schwartz
tournament.
in third with USC's Sam Randolph
Wilson jumped into a two stroke and Todd in fourth at 220. Earle
lead by carding a 70 in round two to finished in a tie for seventeenth at 227
be in at 143, one under par. Hurter and teammate Jeff Brehaut finished
fell to a 73 to be in second place.
in twenty-second at 228.
Swartz was in third at 146. Earle
took himself out of the race by firing
79.
Slightly calmer winds prevailed
for the final round on Friday. By the
end of nine holes the team race took a
dramatic turn. Pacific made the turn
at one over par giving them a two
shot advantage over the Razorbacks.
And after 12 holes Pacific was four
under par as a team and had a commanding lead. That lead was big
enough to offset six team penalty
Eweli Ege
strokes on the final six holes.
Pacific's 897 give them their three
shot margin over Arkansas and San
specialty yarns
Jose at 900.
Weber State and
custom designs
Arizona tied for fourth at 901.

Services offered
English Literature Graduate
Will edit and/ or type writing o
any kind. Includes grammar,
spelling and sentece strcture
Reasonable Rates
Contact Liz at 477-2143

embroideries
classes and instruction

Sherwood Plaza
5757 Pacific Avenue 4150
S1ock1on, CA 95207
(209)478-YARN

EXPERIENCE ... A VALUABLE ASSET TOA DEGREE
A taste of the professional world before you graduate

SUMMER-FALL
CO·OP/INTERNSHIP

Informational Meeting for
All Interested Students
THURSDAY, MARCH 1st, 1984
Regents Dining Room . 7:00pm

UOP vs. Sonoma St.
Friday, February 17th
Darrell Van Roy threw his fourth
complete game of the season for his
fourth win as he allowed only two
runs (one earned) and six hits in the
nine inning stint.
The Tigers used ten bases-onballs and eight hits to outscore the
Cossac~s 7-2 to even their record at
seven wms and seven losses.
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Andy Franklin slams in two as the Tigers make a futile effort against VCJ.
·

Stubbs appoints new soccer coach
By Dave Rosselli
Sports Editor

After a week-long delay, acting
Athletic Director, Tom Stubbs fmally
selected twenty-six year old Ray Fitchette as the furture mentor of the
UOP men's soccer program.
Stubbs apparently offered the
position originally to ~,~b!\;.Wright,
part-time women's. soccer~ at the-.~
University of Santa Cl~' · Wrigbf ,.
tried for a week to find another iob'in'
Stockton to help supplement the
lowly $9,000 a )'ear figure as UOP
soccer coach. When Wright was
unable to find another position the
offer was declined and Fitchette was
then appointed.
There were four men who had a
realistic shot at the position. Fitchet-

te, Wright, Anatol Popovich and
Lauri· Calloway. Popovich apparently lives iri Santa Rosa and would of
had to commute every day, and
Calloway the most qualified of the
four was not given the position
because he did not have a college
degree.
Firchette, was a member of
CaiJada's 1976 Olympic .soccer team ·
and was' a former Major Indoor Soccc,r l.,eague player,, fitf:hette replaq~~,
Bruce Spaulding who resigned at the
end of the 1983 season .
A native of Vancouver, British
Columbia, Fitchette was a two-time
all-conference standout · at the
University of Washington. After
winding up his college career and
graduating from Washington, he
played with the Denver Avalanche

uo~... .b

'"

"l·

Fitchette has coached for
years
with
various
organizations and in 1
named to the American Youth
Organization National Staff.
soccer related experience
playing time with Flanenjo
Esporto Club de Juiz De Fura
teams in Brazil).
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TOPPING
PIZZA FOR

$599
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there is ._til!

Good at
March Ln. at 1-S
478-9584

- N o t valid in combination witll Olhtr

indoo

D f i l ! 1 t e r s or delivery . Limil one pizza

outoo

TAKE THE

SAN JOAQUINS
Now,ANo
WE'LL BRING

YouBAcK· .
FoR$7.

--------- -----------·-CO·OPS available in most fields .of study
and in many locations.

and the Pittsburgh Spirit of the rr•llaU.em1pt
Indoor Soccer League.
"We are very pleased that
will be joining our staff,'
Athletic Director Tom Stubbs.
was selected from an excellent
candidates and he possesses
energy and enthusiasm and
necessary qualities that will help
towflrd the continued ae1feicmme11
a successful soccer program

,Now when you travel on Amtrak's San
Joaquin Service betw~en the Bay Area and
Los Angeles, you can return for only $7.
So, if )'Ou're planning to do some sightseeing,
or just dropping in on friends, be sure to cash in
on our$ 7 return fare.
There are two departures daily in each
dir r
ec •on and no matter what the weather Is, on
Amtrak you can a1ways relall and enJOY
• the tr1P·
We also prov'•d

,
.
.
e connecting bus serv1ce from
Bak ers f le 1d to LA., Sacramento to Stockton,
and Hanford to Tulare County.
For informat'1on, call your travel agent or
Amtrak at 800-USA-RAIL.
And catch the $7 return
while it lasts.

The San Joaqums are fmanced '" part by Cal trans.
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!~~;;~fire io/.~~~;~,~~j College Bowl team takes fifth place
Holding an opponent to no runs
"d no hits in 14 innings of softball is
.,uination...total domination.
That is what the University of
pacific Women's Softball team
staff did to Division III
State Saturday at the Lodi
Complex in their season

w
~n .strykC?uts . and only three
Malkhs m stx mrungs m a 9-0 victory
anathoney ended the sweep with
0 er ~rfect inning.
f . Desptte the overwhebriing per
~rmance, pitching coach Theres~
~res was not "overjoyed" with
~f1r day· "They shouldn't have
th:~ ~hem (Sonoma St.) to touch

By Mary Calabro
S&affWrtter

UOP's College Bowl team placed
fifth out of 11 teams at the regional
competition at San Francisco State
University this past Saturday. College
Bowl is a question-and-answer game
played by college students across the
country.
UOP's "young" team did very
well despite the missed services and
science background of Craig
England, past graduate. Of particular
interest was Bill Little's use of the

.

Offensively, All-American Jannior ace Shelley Mahoney
the Cossacks in the first game n~e Lambdin led the 24-hit attack
Wtth four hits, three stolen bases and
three perfect innings with
runs-batted-in
in ' the
strikeouts. She gave way to three
doubleheader.
Senior
catcher
Laura
Kelly Mayer in the fourth, who
Stubbs and junior shortstop Barby
IIMDPICt4:o the no-hitter with three
Suttman eac.h contributed three hits.
1 ..,.,~u...., and no runs, as the Lady
The Ttgers were rained out
breezed to an 11-0 win, called Tuesday against Stanislaus St. but
five innings because of the ten · had no trouble against Hayward St
IPrule.
Wednesday sweeping a double heade;
In the
11-0, 9-0. Pacific plays Cal at
Berkeley today.
.

In the SnrinR of 1851 Jim Beckan old mountain man, found
Jlleasier pass through the High Sierra
JIUU"'..'""' opening yet another trail
wagon trains of emmigrants
for California. And, as the
"That summer, he intersome emrnigrants at Truckee
and persuaded them to try
new route. This in itself was
of an achievement, for'
had become very skepindeed about trying (new) cutofand were even known to have
violence against anyone
attempting to persuade them.''
William Pickett was in this train .
his ten year old step-daughter
was later to be known as Ina
and to bear proudly the
Poet Laureate of California.
So old Jim Beckwourth--mulatto
, born son of a southern planowner and a Vit:gina slave, put
pretty girl on his horse in front of
ana led the wagon train across
Pass through the High
which became part of a major
route to California.

••IIIOirrtn,

Knudson, captain of the team. ''As a regionals were: University of California Irvine, Stanford University, San
new team we were phenomenal.''
College Bowl is growing in Francisco State University, San Jose
popularity in the US with more than State University, Pomona college,
Cal Poly-Pomona, University of
500 US campuses participating.
California San Dh~go, University of
Students are asked questions fl'Om
popular music to Broadway plays,
California Los Angeles, Fresno State
ancient history and current events.
University, Northridge State UniverKnudson said, "College Bowl isn't sity and UOP.
The UOP team beat Northridge,
for the intellects of the world. I don't
think anyon.e of us is ultraintelligent, . 150 to 55; UCSD, 165 to 75; and Cal
it's just our combined resources that Poly-Pomona, 75 to 70, while losing
makes us do well."
to UCLA twice. San Jose State
Schools participating in. the University came in ftrst place.

Pa-c ifi.c alumni return to alma mater to teach ·
By Mike Bartram

Chaubal began teaching courses on
campus because her husband works
here at Pacific in the School of
.
In 'the last issue of.The Pacifkan, Pharmacy. When asked of her
1t was introduced that there are 16 relationship with the students, Dr.
full-time professors at UOP with Chaubal replied, "I like working with
Twt;~ty-five years earlier, in
graduate degrees from Pacific. The the students and I enjoy the teaching
1825, Jim Beckwourth was one of the
second of this three-part series will very much.'' She also added, "I think
four rugged mountain men to paddle
present some of the opinions and the point br. Jarvis made (last issue)
around the Great Salt Lake asceris a valid one. It is not very good to
comments of these faculty members.
taining, once and for all, that it was
Dr. Earl Washburn, a professor hire too many students as professors.
indeed a salt-water lake.
in the art department of UOP, I have no problems with my
Jim Beckwourth became war
received a B.A. in 1946 and an M.A. colleagues in my department,
chief of the Crow Indian tribe. He, in 1960 from Pacific. In 1942, before however."
characteristic of the times, took
Dr. Douglas Tedards, an English
r~eiving these degrees, Dr. Washseveral Indian wives and boasted of
burn attended the California College professor at UOP, received his B.A.
his feats in battle which won him
of Arts and Crafts in Oakland, from Pacific in 1976. (He received his
many honors among his adopted
California. Before beginning his M.A. from the University of
people... "I despoiled my victim of teaching at Pacific in 1946, Dr. Florida). Before starting his teaching
his gun, lance, war club, bow and
Washburn taught classes at Lassen at Pacific in 1981, Dr. Tedards taught ·
quiver of arrows. Now I was the
Junior College. He enrolled at Pacific in Georgia, Utah, and Santa Barbara.
greatest man in the party, for I had
in search of a general secondary. At Finally, mid-way into the 1981-82
killed the first warrior. We painted
the time, Dr. Washburn had a special school year, Dr. Tedards was given a
our faces black, and rode back to the secondary which is a level lower than job as an English professor here at
village bearing eleven scalps."
his desired goal. When asked of his UOP. He applied and was accepted to
Because of his "Indian" acopinion of the campus and teaching both the University of Michigan and
culturation--later,
it
became here for 38 years, Dr. Washburn Pacific, and he decided on the latter
necessary for Jim Beckwourth to
replied, "It is a tremendous place and after considering his family and the
defend his behavior and his a nice place to teach. Academically, it locations of the colleges. When asked
has improved tremendously in 38 to comment on teaching at UOP, Dr.
association by saying, "I fought in
years. Students who went here long Tedards replied, "I absolutely love it.
their behalf against the most relenago couldn't get through the coursc;s The teaching is good, healthy,
tless enemies of the White man. If I
chose to become an Indian while today. The students here today are vigorous and interesting." He also
added, "It is an advantage of going
better prepared.''
living among them; it concerned no
Dr. KiShori Chaubal, a professor away for ftve years. It is difficult to
person but myself; and by doing so, I
saved more life and property for the in the biological sciences departmem- get -a degree and -turn around and
White man than a whole regiment of at UOP, received an M.S. in 1970 work as a colleague. Now I fell,very
United States regulars could have· and a Doctor of Pharmacy degree in comfortable as part of the college and
1977 from Pacific. In 1972, Dr.
as a colleague."
done at that time."
Dr. Shirley Jenning, a professor
Staff writer

Mountain man blazes trail
.BY Morris Robertson

clock in the fourth game over
Pomona. He deliberately took a
penalty to avoid having Pomona attempt to answer a toss up in the
closing seconds, thus keeping UOP
alive for another game. This was
skillful play for the first year player.
Good performances were given
by the entire team; Kristen Knudson,
captain; Paul Blankenship, Bill Little, Carrie Orr, and Sharon Levin. "I
was very impressed with the way the
team played Saturday. I was surprised we did as well as we did," said

in the School of Education at UOP,
received her Masters of Education in
1966 and her Doctor of Education in
1969 from Pacific. Before becoming a
full-time professor in 1968, Dr. Jennings taught English at Lincoln High
School in Stockton. When asked if
she has enjoyed her years at UOP,
Dr. Jennings replied, "I've enjoyed it
very much. I've attended three
private universities and it (UOP)
compares favorably with the others. I
have been very impressed with the
quality of the students. They have a
lot to offer when they leave. I've enjoyed my students very much. I enjoy
working with students overall."
Dr. Heath Lowry, a professor of
education and the director of the
reading laboratory at UOP, ·received
his Doctor of Education degree in
1966 from Pacific. He began his
teaching one week after commencement in 1966. When applying to
UOP, Dr. Lowry was a half-time
chaplain at Folsom Prison in Northern California, UOP accepted him,
and he began the courses that fall.
When asked. how his years at Pacific
have been, Dr. Lowry replied," I have
been very happy and have very
much enjoyed UOP." Also, just as a
side note, Dr. Lowry was the first
graduate from the School of
Education to be employed at UOP.
Dr. Patrick Catania, a professor
of the clinical pharmacy anQ. head of
the clinical experience program at
UOP, received his M.S. in 1970 and
his Ph. D. in 1973 from Pacific. Dr.

Catania, who began teaching in 1970,
was offered the job by the dean
because of his background and
because there was a shortage of
people with any experience. When
asked about his experiences at UOP,
Dr. Catania replied, "I enjoy it very
much. That's why I've stayed here.
Of the advantages and disadvantages,
UOP comes out on top. UOP maintains a fine reputation. I'm happy to
be a part of that reputation. If the
right job comes along in the right part
of the country, I might just take it,
though."
Dr. Jeff Jellin, a professor of
health care practices and the director
of the extern program, received his
Doctor of Pharmacy degree in 1974
and began his teaching in 1977. When
asked what brought him to UOP., Dr.
Jellin replied, "My love for pharmacy and my desire to make changes
brought me to UOP. Also, my desire
to enroll in clinical pharmacy and go
out and do innovative things·." When
asked of his opinion on the School of
Pharmacy at UOP, Dr. Jellin
replied, "The School of Pharmacy is
excellent, however, there is room for
improving the teaching. The School
on a whole is great. There are better
.facilities, more progressive thinking
administrators, and a better
faculty /stud(mt ratio than other
schools. It has one of the best
curriculum in the country."
Next issue of The Pacifican will
contain comments of the remaining
graduates-turned-professors.
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Jist of events:
MONTE CARLO NIGHT
CROSS-COUNTRY TRIPS
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENTS
GALLERY EXHIBITIONS
INTERNATIONAL SPRING FESTIVAL
PING PONG TOURNAMENTS
CHESS TOURNAMENTS
LECTURES
WINE APPRECIATION

..
•

WINO SURFING
WORLD ON WE~NESDAYS
BALLET TRIPS
LAST LECTURE SERIES
FORLK DANCING
MAGIC SHOWS
COLLEGE BOWL
TRIVIA BOWL
WEEKEND FILMS
1
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I

COMEDY SHOWS
HOMECOMING KING AND QUEEN
NOON TIME CONCERTS
BACKPACKING 1RIPS
DANCES
DOWNHill SKIING
MUSEUM TRIPS
MIME SHOWS
MOTHER LODE TRIPS
:r

CHEVY- FORD
MOPAR- DATSUN
TOYOTA

'

COMPLETE
MOTOR
MOSTCHEYYFORG·MDPAR
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Camp Pacific reviewed

Just relax and frolic tonight
with this? It doesn't do anything for three days. You say there wasn't
our academics, and it certainly enough time to prepare. The way I
figure it, there was exactly the same
doesn't do anything for our health.
Band Frolic. What exactly is it?
Why the name Band Frolic? What Between painting sets, rehearsing amount of time. If time is the
songs and dances and practicing lines, problem, what about the guys, have
does it mean? Where is this band?
there isn't much time to study, let you seen their schedule? If there's
Definitely not at our football games.
And why Frolic? I've participated in alone sleep. So we put up with this anyone I feel sorry for it's the guys
this event and I've never froliced. I for the pure pleasure and en- who are doing Band Frolic and rush.
And what about the judges.
don't even know how to frolic. I joyment, ... get serious. The fraterwouldn't even know a frolic if it nities do it for rush and outright Who are these people anyway? If
stared me in the face.
Like competition, the dorms do it because anyone deserves to drop out, it
every other thing on campus, is this they have nothing better to do with should be them. I don't think anyone
someone's name? Is there a Mr. B. their time, and the sororities don't do would care. I won't. Maybe then
everyone will forget about comFrolic? · What are his wife and kid's it at all.
Why is it that the sororities petition and just have a good time.
names ... Freddie and Francis Frolic?
Whenever I think of Frolic, I get this aren't participating this year? I want Or have we all forgotten how?
Well, tonight's the first night of
image of fairies prancing through a to know the real reasons, let's get to
field of yellow daisies. The la'st thing I the dirt. No more of these weak ex- "frolic.'' For those of you parthink of when I hear "Band Frolic" cuses about grades. Come on girls, ticipating, relax, it's not that bad.
are these 12 minute mini-musicals grades never seemed to bother you And for those of you who are just
that take up 4 weeks of precious before. So what is it? What's the big watching this year, sit back and enjoy
difference? So there was school the show.
collegiate time every year.
Why do so many of us put up during rush this year .. .it was only for

By Randy Vereschagin
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